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Crafts
- These are objects that are created first to be functional and second to be aesthetic. Contemporary craft
making goes beyond the object’s functional capability. The making of crafts is a growing local industry.
Ceramics (Pottery Making)
- It refers to objects that are made of clay.
a.
b.
c.
d.

Molding clay
Himulot na Pula – red clay
Himulot na Itom – black clay
Baras - feldspar

Textile Art
- This kind of craft in which fibers are used to make functional and decorative works of art.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.

Plain weave is the strongest and simplest.
Satin weave is delicate.
Twill weave is characterized by the wool.
Pile weave is found making carpet.
Ikat is local style of weaving
Pina fiber – the fibers come from the leaves or the pineapple plant.
Jusi – is another fiber that is made from a combination of abaca and banana.
Cotton – is from the cotton plant and can be knitted or woven into cloth.
Abaca- is also known as musa textilis but more popularly Manila Hemp.
Buri – comes from the Buri Palm.

Basket Weaving
- This craft makes use of animal and plant fibers.
a. Pandan is known as the screw pine.
b. Nito is a trimming fern found in moist, shady places.
Coconut Craft
- The coconut shell, which is the part the protects the fruit, is also processed to create beautiful,
functional art works.
Mat Weaning
- The banig is usually used for sleeping’s. The most durable of the locally made mats are from Leyte and
Romblon. They are made aesthetic by decorations of dyed reeds and straws of various designs. Mats
made in the area of Luzon use buri palm and pandan leaves as their materials. Pandan mats are more
expensive because they are more durable and more comfortable.
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Activity 1
Directions: Answer the following questions.
1. What is the cultural significance of using barong made in jusi, pina fiber, abaca?
2. Why is barong expensive?
3. Is barong consider as a formal wear? Why?
JUSI

PINA FIBER

ABACA

Activity 2
Directions: Sketch your own design of barong. (short bond paper)

Activity 3
Directions: Describe the design of the following weaving.
WEAVING

Note: One sheet of yellow pad.

Description

